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after hours of scanning, the sub drifted along above the north atlantic seabed, like a small, silent
submarine, until the autonomous system alerted rush to a crack. he knew that the sub had been
built in 2005, not long after the first cracks in the hull of the titanic had been discovered. so he

decided to head for the surface. he pulled the plug and began ascending. but as rush was making
his escape, a massive crack tore along the hull. that evening, he posted a video of his sub

breaking apart, and he went silent. he later emerged with his legs and arms. he disappeared
again, then reappeared on the surface in a silver pickup truck, waving a t-shirt with the insignia of

the oceangate foundation, an offshoot of the company that leased the sub to him. james
cameron, the director of titanic and the deepstar 4000, called the sub the most unusual

technological device he has ever seen. "its a controlled experiment," he said in an interview with
time. "it was really designed to look at the mechanics of the problem, because not many people
really want to go to the bottom of the ocean, and not a lot of people build a sub specifically to go
to the bottom of the ocean. to go to the bottom of the ocean, you need a vessel that is not only

designed to go to the bottom of the ocean, but you need to be able to go as fast as you can go to
the bottom of the ocean, and then you have to be able to make repairs." the four oceangate staff
who survived the ordeal spent several weeks on land recovering from the ordeal. they were joined

by rush and others from the company, and they met at the titanic in may to begin studying the
wreckage. the team worked with a local shipyard to build a custom-designed robotic arm, which
they used to remove the last of the ship’s wiring from one of the ship’s smokestacks. they also

spent three months excavating the wreckage, using an automated camera-equipped underwater
robot that could hold its breath for a few minutes at a time while shooting high-resolution video.

they recovered more than 1,200 pounds of material, including a gold-plated cigarette case,
porcelain vases, and hundreds of fragments of passengers’ clothing and other valuables. they are

now hoping to learn more about the victims themselves by analyzing their dna.
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On March 31, as the birthday of the Titanic is celebrated around the world, two highly charged
passions converge: the fascination with the Titanic and the thrill of exploring the ocean for the

first time. Rush has been to the wreck a few times, but this trip gives him a chance to explore the
sea in ways no human has before him. We will dive the Queen Elizabeth, the Pon de Ring, the RMS
Rhone, and the volcanically heated white canyon, the blue-green floor of which is filled with life. I
feel like I have a passport, the ocean is my room, and I just have to go. Rush wants to change the

way people think about the ocean. He wants to inspire people with his vision of a bold and
unprecedented future in the underwater exploration. In the mid-2000s, the sunken liner became a
symbol of a future we didnt even know. Rush is born in Connecticut and moved to Baltimore when

he was three. He began building scale models of the Titanic when he was a kid, and by junior
high, he was making full-size models out of cardboard. Sometimes, he says, he was audacious

enough to open the lifeboats and shove a penny into the aisles to see if it would fall through the
floor. The fact that a $50,000 tourist ticket to the Titanic is turning out to be the biggest

submersible expedition of all time certainly reflects his perception of the sub as the ultimate geek
toy. A miniature flying vehicle, a cumbersome industrial machine built by NASA to deal with space
rockets and giant cylindrical spaceships. For Rush, its as much about enjoying himself as getting
wet. In the wake of the RMS Titanic’s destruction in 1912, the idea of going to the sunken liner
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sparked a brief craze in shallow water. Before long, Rush realized that only the deep sea could
make submersible diving practical. But in the age of the internet, nothing is impossible. Not when

youre as resourceful as the Titanic captain. 5ec8ef588b
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